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Letter To The Editor:



 

The destruction of the Arrowhead Monument at Piasa Park in Alton is sickening. I do 
hope if there's not already video footage there of the vandals, that there will be some 
camera footage like the ones on State Street in Alton.

If they catch who did it, don't delay the court process, but make them pay in full, and 
work in a service capacity too for the Alton Parks and Recreation Department.

I'm from Eureka, MO., and I typically drive over to Alton once a month and always stop 
at Piasa Park, and end up picking up broken beer bottles, and trash when I arrive. I'd 
stop at all the River Accesses on both sides of the river, visit Goodwill in Godfrey, and 
sometimes St. Clair Square Mall, and watch the sun go down on the river, hit Fast 
Eddie's, and drive back to Missouri where I stay.

I have seen the same thing happen in Eureka, MO., at Ink's Cemetery near the Legends 
Golf Subdivision. Ink's was a Cemetery with the Pacific Battalion of the Missouri Home 
Guard area residents made it up (males) at the beginning of the Civil War, for the 
Union. The cemetery went unnoticed until the subdivision moved in.

Volunteers cleaned the cemetery and dedicated and got new military stones. Then 
somebody went in and broke all the stones. Some people - John Maurath of the Missouri 
Civil War Museum in St Louis - glued some of the old and new stones back together. 
But then again, vandals rebroke them to where they'll never be fixed again. And the 



government, and the V.A., won't keep issuing military stones if they keep getting 
broken. All of this is very sad.

I hope they catch who damaged the Arrowhead Monument in Alton. Punish them, with 
no slap on the wrist.

"Rooster" J.L. Simpson

in Eureka, Missouri, across the rivers
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